AI investments /2019
Leading the Revolution and the Future

Total investments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) companies
backed by venture capital companies in Q1 exceed $1.9B in
2018 (+54.2%)
By 2019, 40% of digital transformation initiatives will use AI
services.
By 2021, >75% of business applications will use AI
Anand Rao, Principal, Global Artificial Intelligence Leader at PwC

The largest projects are related to
robotics, autonomous vehicles,
IoT and predictive analysis.

TOP 10 AI TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN 2018

DEEP LEARNING THEORY

DEEP REINFORCEMENT

AUTOMATED MACHINE LEARNING

The information bottleneck
principle explains how a deep
neural network learns.

This technique combines
reinforcement learning with deep
neural networks to learn by
interacting with the environment.

Technique for automating the standard
workflow of machine learning.

CAPSULE NETWORKS

DIGITAL TWIN

LEAN AND AUGMENTED DATA LEARNING

New type of deep neural network
A virtual model used to facilitate
that learns with fewer errors and less detailed analysis and monitoring of
data, by preserving key hierarchical
physical or psychological systems
relationships

Different techniques that enable a model to
learn from less data or synthetic data.

PROBABILISTIC PROGRAMMING

EXPLAINABLE AI

HYBRID LEARNING MODELS

A high-level language that makes it
easy for developers to define
probability models.

Machine learning techniques that
produce more explainable models
while maintaining high performance.

Approach that combines different types of
deep neural networks with probabilistic
approaches to model uncertainly

GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL
NETWORKS
A type of unsupervised deep
learning system, implemented as
two competing neural networks,
enabling machine learning with
less human intervention.

With a future and money
CB Insights has selected one of the 100 most promising AI startups in the
world that have already attracted more than $200 million in investment.

(Investment in millions of dollars)

The battle to lead artificial
intelligence
The difficulty of acquiring AI talent, coupled with the
strong trend that is pushing all sectors to include
machine learning in business processes, means that
large corporations such as Google, Microsoft or Amazon
are watching us for the potential we can develop.

What big companies do
The giants of technology do not want to be left behind
in the world of artificial intelligence and, in order not to
give up their share of the pie, have started a
competition in the purchase of startups. Apple, Google,
Twitter or Intel are some companies that have decided
to bet strongly on artificial intelligence.

The rise of artificial intelligence (AI) has, for
the last couple of years, dominated headlines
as technologies associated with AI advance
and appetite grows exponentially for AI
products.
Key market players in industries too many to
mention are looking towards AI innovation to
stay ahead of their competitors and gain
market share, seeing AI as the catalyst for
success. This appetite only serves to make AI
start-ups a more attractive proposition to the
global VC community.

The wave that will change
the digital transformation
The artificial intelligence market is currently
experiencing massive growth rates that are likely to
continue for at least the next decade.
The European Artificial Intelligence landscape

WHY INVEST IN KNOWDLE?
Knowdle Media Group presents new functionalities
for the intelligent growth of companies under B2B
in its different functions of Collective Intelligence >
B4B, Intelligent...

The only company in the world that uses artificial
intelligence based on collective intelligence
We have created a new concept "Context and Content x
Sales" (C2XS)

Unique algorithm and bio-inspired AI engine (CIE or
Collective Intelligence Engine)
We have obtained funds worth >0.6 M€ in R&D&I, both
public (Ministry of Tourism-EMPRENDETUR) and private
(Consorcio Tecnológico de Andalucía CTA).
Buaala app market launch

WWW.KNOWDLE.AI

Be part of the

FUTURE
Artificial intelligence, Big Data, Machine learning or
robotics.... Do you want to join the technology of
tomorrow?
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